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CATERPILLAR CANDY
LIFE CYCLE

Learn about
metamorphosis while
molding the four
stages of the butterfly
life cycle out of candy.

MATERIALS
Paper plate
Marker or pen
Assorted soft candies and/or
fruit snacks in various colours
(Eg. taffy, gummies, licorice,
jelly beans or skittles, etc.)
Coloured pencils, crayons, or
pens, optional
Scissors, optional

BEFORE WE BEGIN: What is
metamorphosis?
Metamorphosis is a “process of transformation”
or change of shape from an immature form to
an adult in at least two distinct phases.
Butterflies go through metamorphosis in when
they change from caterpillars to butterflies,
gaining their wings and even having changes
happen in their internal organs! Their life cycle
consists of four stages from egg to adult.

BEFORE WE BEGIN: Do other
creatures metamorphose?
Butterflies are not the only bugs that go through
this process - moths, beetles, ants, wasps,
dragonflies, and even some amphibians like
frogs also go through metamorphosis as they
mature into adults. Insects and amphibians
that go through metamorphosis look very
different when they are young than they do as
full-grown adults. They also eat different types
of foods during these different phases.

STEP 1: GATHER YOUR
MATERIALS
Set out your paper plate. Gather the candies
and other materials you’d like to use for
creating the four different stages of the
butterfly life cycle: 1. “eggs”, 2. “larva” (aka
caterpillar), 3. “pupa” (aka chrysalis), and 4.
“adults” (aka butterfly!).

STEP 2: "EGG" STAGE
Butterfly (caterpillar) eggs are usually roundor oval-shaped, and are laid on leaves that the
caterpillars can eat after they hatch. I used jelly
beans to represent the eggs, but first drew a
green leaf on the plate for the eggs to rest on.

STEP 3: "LARVA" STAGE
Butterfly larvae are commonly known as
caterpillars. Once caterpillars emerge from
their eggs, they are very hungry, so they go
out in search of leaves to munch on! This
munching starts with the leaf they were born
on, which is always something they can eat
so that it will help them to gain energy to
move to the next leaves. For the caterpillar, I
used a couple of fruit snacks pressed
together to mold a squiggly, worm-like shape.

I also added some little antennae using peelapart licorice. Trim it down to the size you would
like for each antenna, then carefully poke them
into the gummy shape you have made. I also
drew a leaf for the caterpillar, with a few holes
taken out of it from the caterpillar's munching.

STEP 4: "PUPA" STAGE
This stage is the stage between caterpillar and
butterfly. The pupa forms a hardened outer
layer, or exoskeleton, called the "chrysalis".

The pupa form lasts about 10-15 days, and
during this time the caterpillar's insides break
down and re-organize themselves into their
adult form. Pupae hang upside down from a
leaf or tree branch with their hind legs.
You can draw a stick on your paper plate to
represent a branch that the chrysalis is hanging
off. I used a few fruit snacks in a different colour
squished together to mould the cone-shaped
pupa, then pressed it onto the branch.

STEP 5: THE "ADULT" BUTTERFLY
Finally we have reached the adult stage, where
the butterfly emerges from the chrysalis in its
full form! It can take a couple of hours for the
butterfly to gain strength and be able to fly, so
first it rests a little while. Then, the butterfly will
look for a mate and a leaf to lay its eggs on,
repeating the life cycle process all over again.
To create a butterfly, I started by stretching and
shaping its wings out of gummies and pressing
them onto the plate. You can use scissors to
help with making the wings if you'd like.

I chose to make the upper and lower wings two
different colours. Then, I added a piece of candy
for the butterfly's body, a jelly bean for its head,
and licorice for its antennae and six legs.
Decorate your butterfly however you would like!

STEP 6: ADD THE LABELS
Starting with phase 1, the egg phase, go back
to each model you have created on your paper
plate and label them with a marker or pen, as
in the photos on the next page.

You can also add some arrows to show the
direction of the life cycle.

REMIX THIS ACTIVITY
For a remix on this activity, get creative with
different household items (edible or not) that
you can use to represent each stage in the
butterfly life cycle. For example:
Dried pasta and beans, eg. dried beans or orzo
pasta for eggs; rotini pasta for caterpillars; shell
pasta for chrysalides; bowtie pasta for
butterflies.
Fruits & veggies, eg. blueberries for eggs; green
beans for caterpillars; pea pods, grapes, plums,
or figs for chrysalides; sliced cucumber or
mandarin pieces to make butterfly shapes.
Other snack foods, eg. mini marshmallows for
eggs; gummy worms for caterpillars; tootsie rolls
or chocolates for chrysalides; crackers for
butterflies.
Craft supplies, ie. paper cut-outs, pom poms,
pipe cleaners, tissue paper, sticks, and coffee
filters!

REAL WORLD CONNECTION:
Finding a chrysalis or cocoon?
The pupa stage for butterflies and moths is
perhaps the most mysterious, as big changes
are happening inside the hardened chrysalis
(for butterflies) and the silk-spun cocoon (for
moths). They typically blend in so well to their
surroundings that they are challenging to
spot. If you’d like to go exploring for one, it is
recommended to first find the butterflies’ or
moths’ “host plants” - the plants that the
caterpillars eat during their larval stage. It's
also where eggs are laid, so the butterflies will
want to stay close by.

Host plants are different for each species; for
example, monarch butterflies’ like to eat any
type of milkweed or “sand vine”, while spring
azure butterflies enjoy flowering dogwood,
willowleaf meadowsweet, and mountain sweet
plants. If you can’t find them on the host plants
themselves, look at other nearby leaves. If you
do find a chrysalis or cocoon (or multiple if
you’re lucky!), its best to look and admire but
leave them be. You may also be able to find
tiny little eggs on these leaves.

Above: Monarch butterfly
Right: Chrysalis

UP NEXT
Today we learned about the four distinct
stages in the life cycle of a butterfly, from egg
to caterpillar to pupa to adult form! We also
learned what metamorphosis means and
what other bugs go through this process.
Next week is the final week of “Backyard
Bugs”. We will be putting together our very
own “Wormery in a Jar”, and watching over a
week's time to see how earthworms help to
break down and mix up soil. See you then!

